
ASTRONO:-'UCAL NOTES. 

That was not a leap year, but began on Sunday. The lasl 
leap year that had 53 Sunilays was 1888; but t~at began on 
Sunday, whereas 1916 began on Saturday. The last year 
Identical with 1916 in all respects was 1876, the year of the 
centennial of the L'nited States, 40 years, ago which exactly 
like 1916, began on Saturday and had 53 Sundays. The 
last three instances preceding that were the years 1780, 1820 

and r8.J.8. The next two following instances will be 1944 
and 1972. It will be noticed that the intervals are either 
28 or 40 years. 

ABSTRACTS FROM fOREIGN JOURNALS. 

D~·. Abbot on the Life on Vellus.-TheEllglish Mechanic 
for 5th March has a short note giving the views of G. C. 

Abbot as to the possibility of life on other planets. Contrary 
to the usual opinion the distinguished Director of the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory considers Venus, 
being about the same as th~t of the Earth, would make any 
other conditions similar. It must be inferred that ,Dr, Abbot 
illclin'es to the belief that Venus has a short rotation period 
as it is generally conceded that the longe~ period of Z 25 
days, favoured by some observers, would make life impossible. 
It Oll\y. be added that, Dr. Abbot considers conditions on 
.Mars too frigid for any kind of life to exist there. 

Stalzdard time oj Siam.-The following note has been 
received from, Phya Buri, Navarasth, Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary:-:-"I beg to inform you that 
Siam has adopted the standard time of 7 hours 0 min., 
east of Greenwich (or Zone time of 7 hours,) to, date from 
.t\pril 1St, '920. 
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1 he ~'heo1'Y of G"a",ziatio1l:- Dealing with Newton's 

views and their subsequent histOlY, Prof Sampson said that 

it was only familiarity that pr~vented us from noticing the 
unexplained wonders on all sideR of us. Newton's expressed 
views Oil the nature of gravitations, were marked on the one 
side by a defensive gaurd against those who charged him with 

bringing back into philosophy an occult property illhel'ent 

in matter which expressed itself in the formal shape given to his 
great work, the II Principia 'I where nothing was admitted 

beyond wh:lt was exactly demonstrated from observation; 

and on the other slcie, by gre:tt fertility of suggestion 

and theory III letters, showing, ho\,>; he regarded gravity as 
somehow transmitted by all atomic ether, pervading all 
space, 

The question of its nature was mseparably involved in the 

conception of space, time and matter, and before it could be 

advanced Newton's theories of these required fundamental 
scrutiny. But for up ward:> of a cen tury attention was 
engros~ed in working out the consequences of Newton's Law 

of Gravitation treated merely as a formula without pre
occupat~ons as to its foundations. The way for it~ discussion 
was paved by varions stl;ldies of the foundation of 

geometry, e.g, by Hemholtz. This made it clear how arbitary 

was most of our ideas of the science, and how for example, 
we may be quite unconscious of changes in our standards 

of length. SlIch studies contdbuted to a state of mind 
prepftle<l to adopt a radical revision· of the ideas of 

mechanics, but actual Hdvllllce came trom electrical alld 
physical experiments. 

J. J. 'fhomp<;on's discQ\lery of the electron, and that it 

was endowed with mass, and that this mass was only an 

expression of its electro· magnetic ell'ergy, and depended upon 

its velocity. pointed out that Newton's conception of mass 

as inert quantity of matter was inadequate, But the 

cardinal experil1'l.elU onl), slowly appreciated at its full 
significance, \Vas :\1ichelson and Morley's proof that we 

were utterl~' IIna-ble to detect any phenomena, the moti01r 
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of the earth through the ether, rapid as this was, in the 
hands of Larmollr. Lornitz and of Einstein in his earlier work 
this was shown to involve a reconstruction of our whole 
frame of motion and mecllanics, evcn of time. It was 
known as the Theory of Relativity, because its postulate 

was that we were unable in .any way to perceive absolute 
motion. The theories however invented in each case 
ad hoc were to some degree partial and illCohtren l-

The time had come to clear them all a"yay and replace 
them. by due comprehenslVe calculation, which should start 
from the beginillg, -[Profe.ssO?· R. if. S(/mpson ill English 
J.liechallic tlnd World oj Sdence.l 

A Bri.glzt Jletevl·-0nt: Mr. O.A,C. writes ill the ]out'nlll 
of the R. d. S. Can /d!l :-"On March 2 ,It IQ'42 p. 1l1. while 
on St. George .Street, Tomoto, the present writer observed 

an exceptionally fine meteor. It 'was seen prell y accurately 
in the N. W. \lirt:ctioll and desceuded almobt vertico.lly, 

tending perhaps to the right hand, (to one frlcing the meteor). 

The colour was a vivid bluish green with a tinge of red in the 

traIl. it was judged that It was 40 or 50 mil~s distall t and it 

was hoped that news would come in of its reach ing tl~e 

eal th in the neii'\hbourhood of Orangeville but notbing has 
been reported. 

Displacements oj L/Iles lind Eillstzen's Predi.ctiow-. 
Measures have. been made by Mr. NaraYdna Aiyer of 
the displacements ll~ the Sun's polar limbs of the nitrogen 

band& near 3883 .Flfteen plates of the limb spectra and 
carhon arc, and tell plates 01 the speclra at the centre ot 

the <lise give the following mean displclcements of ten 
prominent tripld bands: -

In Angstroms. In K M;Sec. 

~orth Limb + 0°0061 + 0°47 
.South., + 0°0088 + 0°68 
Cen~re of Disc + oU043 + u033' 
These values are very much larger ·than were obtained 

by. St, John for other groups of Imes in the C trbon a~c 
spectrnm and taken by themselves they appear fa\'ourable to 
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Einesteil1's theory. 

~orth al;d South 

variable. 

The systematic difference between 

indicates that displacements may be 

Measures of limb spectra in high latitudes and with iron 

arc comparison also show the difference between North and 
South, although these were photographed a year later than 
the ca-rboll arc spectra. The results of this series of plates, 

taking the mean ten lines. is as fQl10wel s :-

~oTth limb 

South " 

In Angstroms. 

+ 0'0099 

... +°'01 34 

In KM/Sec. 
+067 

+°91 

C~nll e of Disc. .., + 0'007 0 + 0'47 
All of these results a re free from pole enect ill the arc 

and· from pressure "hlft. Our previous researches having 

shown that pressuj'e doe~' not affect the displacements of th~ 

of the iron lines in the SUll; our results tor these lines should 

be consideled to be as important a test of the relativity 

Theory as the measures of the nitrogen band lines, 

The general result that both band lines and iron lines are 

displ!iced at the limb by amounts that, if not on the exact 
agreement with the predicted amount are of right ~ign 

and order of magnitude appears favourable to Einstein's hy
pothesis. But' the displac~ment differs for different subs

tances and for different lines in the same substance ~ and 

previous work has shown that there is no proportionality 

between displacements and wave length. If Einstein's 

hypothesis be true, therefore, there must. be an unknown 

modifying influence at work. 

The measures of Venus spectra offer the most serious 

difficulty for they appear to show that the line displacement 
only occurs in the light derived' from the hemisphere of 

the sun facing the E.arth. 
The hypothesis that motion in the line of light is the 

only cause of the line displacement has this great advantage, 
that all of the anamolies mentioned including the Venus 

results, are readily explained. But it involves the controlling 

action by the Earth, which is very difficult to believe. 
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E~ Iitostlienes l.- A study for the (7$lrO:lom6'1'8. 

Prof: Pickering writes in November (19 19) issue of the 
Popular Astronomy :<-Eratosthenes can readily be found 
by anyone who has even a slight knowledge of the lunar 
sufrace. sInce it lies 100 to the north west of Copernicus. and 
on a small scale closely resembles that crater \vhen the 
Sun first rises upon it. As the lunation progl esses, however 
Copernicus turns white from the precipitated cloud and 
SIlOW while Eratosthenes turus dark from the growth of the 
vegetation within and around it. Very soon they are quite 
unlike as at full moon, while Copernicus is c011SpiclIOllS, 
Eratosthenes can only be found by one who has carefully 
watched and drawn it night after night, and who knows just 
where to look for it. For three days at this time it is difficult 
to recognise, but after that it reappears, and rernaitls conspi· 
cuous for the remainder of the lunation. Since it is situated 
ill latitude 14° N, it is located near the centre of the disc 
and there is .no trouble from Jibratiol1. It is 37 miles (59 Km) 
ill diameter, and its walls rise to an elevation of nearly 3 
mites above tl~e interior. 

Photographs show that large areas of vegetation surround 
the crater, particularly on the west alld north, these areas 
being nearly invisible in the photographs, taken soon after 
sunrise on the Moon. If the lunar vegetation has leaves, 
we must consider that only the twigs and branches are visible 
near sunrise ana sunset. Its fOlm is of course quite unknown 
to us and the phenomena may c.)nsist merely in the darkening 
and·fading of its exposed surface. We assume the pheuomena 
to be due to vegetation, because that explanation is plausible, 
and because none .other of allY sort l1as ever been offered 
for it. That clouds and snow occur upon the Moon, and that 
consequently it posseses at least a slight atmosphere bas been 
shown in the papers on Meteorology of the Moon. There is 
therefore no reason why vegetation ,should not exist. . 

The.lunar vegetation is not green. It is gray like our 
~age brush and some of our cacti, and black like our lichens, 
-almost a purplish black in some pJaces near the equator. 
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The vegetation on Mal'S,we know is also grey for most of the 
surface. The lunar vegetation is scattered, generally in rather 
small patches over the surface. None is found near the poles 
The only greenish spot located upon the Moon is the floor 
of the great crater Grimaldi, but even here the colour is 
not marked. By fal' the greater part of the lunar surface, ap

pears to us to be sim!Jly a desert waste.The vegetation. where 
found, is often associated with minute craterlets, as in 
Alpho~lSUS, the craterlet occurring at or near the centre 
of the . dark· area. Sometimes it is associated with rills 
as in Atlas. In any case its growth and decline must 
necessarily be very rapid, the challges being most marked, 
near the time of the cratel's SUlll1;ner solstice. Consequently 
they always occour at a considerable distances from the ter
minator, or in a portion of the, Moon which the amateur 

seldom examines with care. Near the terminator on the 
other hand, few changes of interest occur other than the 

shifting shadows which can hardly int.erc:st the profeSSIOnal 
selenognipher. 

EinFJtien'R kelati1'ety J lzeory - R. G. A. writes in the pl.luli
cations of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific:-

Einstien's statement, ,. If any deduction from it (the 
theory) should prove untenable, it must be given up 'I is .of 
special interest. Just above this statement he gives the only 
three causes yet suggested in which the theory can be Subjected 
to test by actual observation. L~t us consider.these briefly. 

1. The only planet orbit reany available for this test is 
tba,t of Mercury, Grant that the theory here offers an expla~ 

nation of the observed accelt:ration of the perihelion; it is 

also true that there may be au alternative explanation under 
the N ewtollian law of gravitation. Sceliger has shown that the 

finely divided matter in circulation above the sun within the 

orbit of the Earth which is revealed to us by the Zodiacal 
light may be competent to produce the observed perturba

tion. 
z. There is no question but that the English eclipse plates 

show displacements of the stars at the time of the ~clipse 
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(when the star's rays passed close to the limb af the sun) 
which are in accord of the displacement rredicited by the 
theory. It is this fact upon which all tbe recent notice 
oiven -to the theon' rests. It, must be remembered, however 
~ . 
that the total displacemf'nts are extensi vely small, and that 
the ab~olutely unavoidable errors of measuremtlnt amount 
to a considerable fraction of the entire displacements, The 
observers themselves were the first to point out this fact and 
to urge the desirability of repeating the' observations at future 
eclipses' to secure ronfirmatiolJ of the present resnlts. Then 
1t must h,e noted that the displacement if thus confirmed 
may be open to an alterative explanation, So eniment m .. 
astrophysicist as Profess()r Newall of Cambridge (Enl{,' said 
at the Royal Society and Royal Astronomical Society 
at which the eclipse results were formally announced. 
"I feel that the Einsten effect holos the day, but I do not 
yet feel that 1 can give up my freedom of mind in faV01.1r 
of another interpretation of the effects obtained. If Einsten 
had not existed or had not predicted a def' ection we 
might have had a similar experiment marle to test the 
presence of an extended atmosphere round the sun and we 
could have argued from the results back to the hypothesis 
"' * • I prefer to keep an open mind about interpret~tion". 

3 The shifting of spectral lines towards the red elld of 
the Spectrum \11 case of night coming to us from stars of 
appleciable mass has been very carefully tested in the case 
of the Sun. Here the magnitude of the shift required by 
the theory is from 50 to 100 times the error of modern 
measuremellt. In fact the predicted shift on plates taken 
with the powerful equipment on Mount Wilson is almost great 
enough to be detected. if it exists, by the unassisted eye. In 
~pite of this, Dr. St John's investigations at Mr. WilsOll and 
Mr. Evershed's at the Kodail~anal Observatory, agree in 
giving negative result. No displacdment at all corresponding 
to the demand of the theory were detected. 

It thus appears that while two of the tests proposed by 
Eimltein give favourable results, each of them may also be 
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accounted for on' the old N ewtollian theory; and .that tbe thi.rd 

-and this is precisely the Olle best adapted.to accurate and 

repe:.ted measurement gives an unfavourable answer. Recall

ing once lUore Einsten's woros, "If any deduction trom it 
should prove untenable, if must be given up", we may concur 

in the opinion recently expressed br a number of prominent 

American physicists tbat the TheOl)' of Relativity has not y<:t 
been established. 

A Giant il-Jeitol'i,te - Wbat seelllS to have been an UIl

usually large meteorite fell lnto Lake Michigan, south of 

Grand HavelJ, on the 27th )Jo\'ember lllst, causing a panic 

amO!l1,; the inhabitalltH of the district for some distance round. 

As usual 011 these occasions, the accollnts gh'en are more 
lucin than SCIentific. Reports say that a bright light, like, 

" the rays of a bright Sun," was foll.owed by a roaring noise 

that brough t the inhabitants rushing from their houses, a large 

colull1ll of flame and stleam shot up over the spot where the 

meteorite disappeared.. Various other phenomella reported, 

such as magnetic disturbances, and a squall of wind mayor 

may not, have been JUt! to the meteorite. 

'I he Distflilt Stars-a clillt with bef/lll11ers. 

lhe World of J;Vumiers writes:-

The wise man only \Vonders once ill his life, but that is 

always i the fool lleVdl'. The education of the wise man 

begins with wandel and e\lds with devout admiration; but 
the foo~ " duth not consider," lind shuts hi" eyes to things 

arroulld hilll. SLI H:lly bp.:ak illg, wunder is nol a vuig<lI 1I0r a 

foolish attribute, "All wonder," said a dogmatic writer, is 

but tbe effect of novelty upon igllorance." Nay, we anSwer, 

you cannot be ignorant if you would feel the greatest effect 

of wonder. 'PIIlIS It is that Goleridge. the Inost encyclopredic 

of men, declares, "In wonder all phihsophy began, in wonJer 

it ends and admiration fills the 'interspace but if the first 

wonder is the offspring of ignorance, the last is the parent of 

adoration." 

Ltt us consider shortly one. of the commonest wonders 

about us-Space. Gaze up iuto the sky· from off the page 
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you are reil.ding. and try to pierce as far as your eye can reach, 
and then as far as your mind call conceive. Our globe-the 
spech; of dust on which we stand is 8,000 miles in diameter, 
or 24.000 in circumference but witll its sun. planets, and 
satdlites, aud those" less intelligible orbs called comets", it 
'lccupies space, which, calculated only by the ultermoAt 
bound of orbit of Uranus - and we know that beyond 
Uranus there are worlds-is not less than three thousand 
SIX hundred millions of miles in diameter. The mind, 
it has well been said, tails to comprehend so vast an 
area, " Some fair idea of this," says an eloquent writer, _I can 
be ascertained from the fad that, if the swiftest reachorse 
ever known had begun to trltverse it !It full speed at the time 
of the birtll of Moses, or nearly our th0usand years ago, he 
would as yet have accomplished on Iy half his journey," 

The sun, which RO many have -Norshipped and which is 
humanlv speaking, the source of life to us all, is another per
petual wonder. Its circumference is about 2,770,000 miles. 
Its distance from the earth is ~o great th~t a railway train 
moving at 32 miles per hour would tal{e three millions of hour 
or three hundrt'd and fi)rty-t wo years and three months to 
travel from London to the suo, supposing that it could travel 
incessantly night and day during that time. A cannon-ball 
movmg fifty times faster than such a train. would expend 
seven years in .reachil1g it. To make a globe like the sun it 
would take 1.400,000 globe like the earth rolled ioto one; 
or, to make theStl facts simpler,and yet more stupendous, lhe 
bulk of the Slln is five hUlldred times greater than the aggre
gate bulk of all the other bodies of the solar system of which 
night onlr reveals to us a small part of that which appears 
above our hemisphere, and above our particular sland-point. 
The centre of the sun is a dark mass covered with a garment 
of flame, But in this luminous matter there ale vast rents. 
We taJk of spots in the SUIl; spots indeed; the space OCCt~pj~ 
ed or laid bare by the principal spot is 928,000,000 square 
geographical miles. Arago, by a physical test pwverl that the 
garment of fiarne, tlds luminous matter, must be gaseous; so 
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that the sun floats in an ocean of flame, an? t~is is so power
ful that the strongest biast furnace yet ignited by man at ita 
highest power, is seven times weaker than the sun's heat at 
its surface. If the heat be electric, how great is the wonder: 
How is this electricity maintained, if, according to a later 
theory, the heat is derived from perpetual combustion of 
matter fiying into the sun as coal is projected on a furanceT 
What millions of tons must every year be consumed; the 
heat being dispersed over space so great that the earth's 
surface, at a distance of 95,000,000 miles, notwithstanding 
the alteration of night, receives in a year sufficient, if uni
formly diffused, to liquefy a crust of ice 100 feet in thickness. 
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